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SCREWDRIVERS

They are some of the most reliable tools avail-

able and ideal for assembly applications that 

require faster speed and high cycle rates. 

Connect these tools to your shop air. 

They deliver powerful rotational blows to maxi-

mize torque and drive screws quickly, even 

through thick or dense material.

Air screwdrivers are commonly found in auto-
motive assembly and repair, aerospace, elec-
tronics, as well as marine applications.
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1/2" Impact wrenches Impact wrench kits06 29

乙3/4" Impact wrenches  31Impact sockets & kits
191"Impact wrenches

INNOVATION 038RATCHETWRENCHES &KITS
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Sanders & polishers 51
Sanding pads 吆

057GRINDERS
Die griners& kits 6659 Angle grinders

6965 Vertical grindersMicro die grinders
As a world-renowned brand in the industry, 070DRILLS
ROTAKE distributes its products in more than 70

075HAMMERS & SCALERScountries and regions, and has its partners and
080sales service network all over the world. SPECIALITY TOOLS

Tire buffers,Cut-f tool Saws, Shear,Nibblers,Riveters,
Grease guns,Grease pumps,Tireinflating guns

than internal, the end is at hand". This is themeans progress and improvement 087INDUSTRIAL TOOLSorigin of our slogan: Innovation for future!in all forms. Today, the way to provide
high-auality tools is being rethouaht, through

091NAlLERS & STAPLERSThe future of hardware tool is fullof ambitiousthe technological innovation presented by
ideas such as the application of intelligentlyindustrial design and materials science SPRAY GUNS 095improving the performance and reducing the design, improvement of stability and reliabili
ty as well as the diversification strateay.As acost of hardware tool products.

098CLASSIC TOOLSreliable and competent partner, Rotake will

seize upon all the opportunities, supporting itsEvery form of innovation is critical to business

104customers in achieving long-term successand personal success.As businessleader Jack ACCESSORIESaoals.Welch said,"If externalchange happens faster
Blow guns,FRLs,Hoses, Couplings, Balancers
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Mechanics and DIYers find themselves working 

on bolts very often– after all, they hold together 

the vast majority of car engines and other metal 

structures. 

RATCHET  WRENCHES
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A high-quality air ratchet wrench saves energy, 
making every project safer，more efficient and 
more enjoyable.

Therefore, having the best air ratchet wrenches 

at hand is critical, since they can vastly improve 

the efficiency of mechanical projects and save a 

huge amount of time. 
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-A high-quality airratchet wrench saves energy,
making every project safer, more efficient and
more enjoyable.

Therefore,having the best air ratchet wrenchesMechanics and DIYers find themselves working
at hand is critical, since they can vastly improveon bolts very often-afterall they hold together
the eficiency of mechanical projects and save athe vast majority of car engines and other metal

structures. huge amount of time.
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SANDERS & POLISHERS 
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Regardless of whether you are an auto body 

shop professional trying to polish out some 

defects on the vehicle’s paint job or a handyman 

buffing out the old furniture, these handy tools 

are a sure way to go. Such devices are ideal for 

working on different surfaces including painted 

metal parts, plastics, wood, and so on, while being 

used quite often in the automotive industry.

For a smooth finish, sanders and 
polishers are indispensable.
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For a smooth finish,sanders and
polishers are indispensable.

Regardless of whether you are an auto body  are a sure way to go. Such devices are ideal for
working on different surfaces including paintedshop professional trying to polish out some

Mooleyelormm  defects on the vehicle's paint job or a handyman  metal parts,plastics,wood,and so on,while being
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Powered by a compressor，the unit can be more 

compact and lighter while producing equivalent 

or greater power than its electric counterparts. 

There’s also less that can go wrong, which results 

in minimal maintenance. 

Air grinders are remarkably versatile tools. You’ll 
find them in garages and workshops everywhere, 
used for everything from shaping plastics to carv-
ing wood and polishing metal. 
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-Air grinders are remarkably versatile tools. You'll
find them in garages and workshops everywhere,
used for everything from shaping plastics to carv-
ing wood and polishing metal.

Powered bya compressor,the unitcan be more Theres alsoless thatcan go wrong,whichresults
compact and lighter while producing equivalent in minimal maintenance
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